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By Rika Lesser

Puffin Books, United Kingdom, 1996. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The first Grimm tale illustrated by 1998 Caldecott medalist Paul O. Zelinsky is once again
available in hardcover. Originally published in 1984, Zelinsky s paintings for Hansel and Gretel are
as compelling as his later work and will captivate readers with their mysterious beauty, emotional
power, and brilliant originality. Each spread brings to life a world as rich and real as our own#151;
detailed, colorful, sensual#151; yet filled with the unearthly shadowed magic of the Hansel and
Gretel folktale. Whether portraying the fear and anguish of children abandoned by their parents,
the delicious sumptuousness of a candy house, or the joy of being reunited with one s family, the
artist captures the subtle nuances of emotion and the tactile quality of the physical world with
exquisite accuracy and elegance. The hauntingly spare retelling of this perennial favorite by the
poet Rika Lesser perfectly complements the vivid storytelling of Zelinsky s artwork. Once again this
gifted artist gives us a unique interpretation of a beloved fairy tale, allowing us to both see it anew
and rediscover its eternal truths.
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This publication will never be straightforward to get going on looking at but really fun to see. This can be for all those who statte that there had not been a
worth looking at. You wont really feel monotony at at any moment of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you request me).
-- Ca le Ha nsen Sr .-- Ca le Ha nsen Sr .

These kinds of pdf is the ideal ebook accessible. Of course, it is actually play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this publication
from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k
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